
Your 6 Panel Tractor Cab Includes:

#A - Your Tractor
Cab Includes A

Free Storage Bag  
(1) #B - Tractor Cab Top

(specific to the canopy model)  
(1)

#D - Back Curtain (1)
(NOTE: bottom shape and tabs 
may very depending on tractor.  

U-zips are not included on 
polycarbonate window) 

#C - Front Curtain (1)
(U-zips are not included

on polycarbonate window) 

Side Fender Curtains (2)
(zippers face inward)

#E - Right Side Curtain
#F - Left Side Curtain 

#G - Left Side Door (1)
(Velcro faced inward) 

#H - Right Side Door (1)
(Velcro faced inward) 

#K
Instructions   

(1)

#I - Red   Reflectors (2)

#J – Amber Reflectors (2)

Shown Here:
Left Side 

#L
Shock Cords with Hooks
(up to 4 - quantity varies

with model)

PARTS
LIST

PLEASE NOTE:
Zippers face inward on all curtains 
when installed.  Actual parts may 
differ from photos shown based on 
your specific make and model.

DO NOT try to bend cold curtains, 
allow them to flatten on their own 
as they warm up.

Covering the 
Heartland of America

®

CoverMyTractor.com

      TRANSPORTING:
� When transporting the tractor with a canopy or cab 

enclosure at highway speeds removal would be 
ideal, unless the tractor is being transported in a 
closed trailer — otherwise make sure the tractor is  
positioned and secured to prevent wind damage to 
the canopy or cab enclosure.

IMPORTANT:
THIS PRODUCT DOES 

NOT PROVIDE 
FALLING OBJECT 

PROTECTION

      
� Position the tractor on level ground
� Place loader bucket  flat on ground 

(if equipped)

� Apply parking brake
� Shut off engine
� Remove key

TO AVOID PERSONAL INJURY:

TRACTOR CAB INSTRUCTIONS
(6 PANEL ASSEMBLY)

IMPORTANT
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STOP

BEFORE YOU PROCEED... It is very important that you follow these instructions for a 
proper fit of the Top and Enclosure on your tractor.  Please follow the mounting 
instructions on the following pages for a preliminary roof location. DO NOT bolt  canopy 
onto the mounting brackets, until the tractor cab is completely installed and aligned, 
making adjustments as necessary - making sure the trim edges of the enclosure match 
the fenders and floor board. If the canopy is already installed, remove the top mounting 
fasteners before starting tractor cab installation. If you have any questions about 
installation please contact customer service at (904) 316-0532 or (904) 334-2206.  Visit 
our website for installation and instructional videos:  CoverMyTractor.com  - under 
Cover & Cab Enclosure Gallery.
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Mounting Bar
(Square Tubes)

Measurements for 
specific models 
will be sent on a 
separate page, 

included with your 
kits order.

STEP 1  UNPACKING THE CONTENTS:

Your Cover My Tractor Cab comes with a storage bag (Part #A).  Pull 
apart the Velcro of the flat storage bag and remove all the curtains.  
Try to keep packaging material in as good as shape as possible so 
you can reuse it when you restore the cab back into the bag.  Lay all 
the curtains out on a flat surface, at room temperature, so they will 
relax and flatten out before installing. 

STEP 2  TRACTOR CANOPY POSITIONING:

Mount or position the Canopy per the included installation document, based on your tractor and canopy configuration.  (If your 
roof was pre-installed, check measurements and adjust the roof accordingly) This is only a starting position and the canopy 
should not be drilled or screwed down to the metal tubes until the very last step.  This will allow for precise adjustments to 
improve the cab fit specific to your tractor.

Measurements (Reference Diagram 1):
Ÿ Measurement A is the measurement from the back of the canopy to the back edge of the roll bar.
Ÿ Measurement B is from the fender to the top of the mounting bar.
Ÿ Measurement C is from the floor board to the top of the mounting bar.   
Ÿ Measurement D is the measurement from front of mounting bar to front of canopy.  This is an optional measurement for 

older models, not ALL tractors will require this measurement.

Center and lay the canopy loosely on top of the mounting bars adjusted to the measurements provided.  

A

B
C

D

Diagram 1
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IMPORTANT: 

DO NOT TRY TO BEND WHEN CAB PARTS ARE COLD, this may cause cracking or breaking of clear 
plastic parts or synthetic materials made ridged by cold weather.

ESSENTIAL TOOLS REQUIRED:

Ÿ Tape measure 
Ÿ Cutter (*optional)
Ÿ Pencil or Marker (*optional)
Ÿ Scissors (*optional) 

** *



STEP 3  INSTALL THE TOP COVER OVER THE TRACTOR CANOPY:

Locate the Tractor Cab Top (Part #B).  The label is sewn into the rear of 
the top, the front has one zipper and the back has one zipper as well as 
on each side of the back — The front sides of the Cab Top have only slide 
tracks, no zippers.  Reference Diagram 2.
 
ZIPPERS ALL FACE INSIDE OF CAB ON ALL CURTAINS. 

Pull  the top cover over the tractor canopy and pull down around the Ÿ
canopy sides - it should hang evenly all the way around (see Diagram 2a)

Some models may come with reflectors.  If your model comes with Ÿ
reflectors than, once the top is in place, install the red reflectors on the back 
and the amber reflectors on the front, as in Diagram 2b

Amber Reflectors
on Front

Red Reflectors
on Back

STEP 4  

FRONT CURTAIN INSTALLATION:
Once the top is on, start with the FRONT Curtain panel 
(Part #C), connect it, via the zipper, to the front of the Cab 
Top (Part #B) as shown in Diagram 3.  Be sure when the 
panel is hanging freely that it just sits on the top of the 
hood or engine cowling. 

NOTE:  In a later step there are hooks and a strap on the FRONT Curtain 
panel (Part #C) that will be used to keep the panel in place.  There is a sewn in 
bungee cord with hooks that will be hooked to the bottom of the engine cowling 
to secure the mid-section of the panel, and a nylon strap with the 1 inch buckle 
that goes under the tractor and clips to the other side to secure the bottom of 
the panel.  At this point let these hang unsecured to allow for free movement 
and adjustment for the installation of the other panels - they will be secured at 
the final adjustment step.

Shown here is the soft window option 
which features the u-zip.  The 
Polycarbonate windshield option will 
not have a u-zip and will have a 
protective paper coating which needs 
to be removed after installation.

Diagram 3

Zip Front
Curtain onto

Cab Top

C

CANOPY

#B - CAB TOP

Make sure the top
is centered with the
canopy and tractor.

Slide
Track

(No zippers
on front sides)

Zipper

Back Underside

of Cab Top (#B)

Front Underside

of Cab Top (#B)

Zipper

Diagram 2

Diagram 2a
Diagram 2b

FRONT
Curtain panel

(Part #C)

Cab Top
(Part #B)

STEP 5  

BACK CURTAIN INSTALLATION:
Locate the Back Curtain (Part #D), zip it to the 
rear zipper on the Cab Top (Part #B) and let it 
hang freely.  

See Diagrams 4 and Detail 4a. Diagram 4
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Tractor Cab Top (Part #B)

CANOPY

Back Curtain (Part #D)

Tractor Cab Top (Part #B)
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Back Curtain Window (Part #D)

Diagram 4 - Detail 4a
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STEP 6  SIDE CURTAIN INSTALLATION:

The two side curtains should be installed next (part #E - Right Side Curtain, and part #F - Left Side Curtain).  Be sure that the curve of 
the curtain bottom follows the curve of the fender.  The zippers will face inward.  Make sure the Velcro tab faces the front of the tractor 
in order to Velcro to the front curtain’s tab.  Reference Diagram 5.  Zip the Side Curtain onto the rear side zipper of Canopy Top.  
NOTE: Do not zip the top zipper fully until you have started zipping the side curtain to the back curtain.  See Diagram 5a.

Part #E
Right Side Curtain

Part #F
Left Side Curtain Zip At Top

Zip
Back
Sides

A) At this point you may affix the bottom Velcro 
strap on the bottom of the side curtains (parts #E 
and #F) to the matching Velcro strap at the bottom 
of the FRONT Curtain panel (Part #C) - affixing 
them across the floor board at the bottom of the 
door.

B) The strap at the bottom of the FRONT Curtain 
panel (Part #C) goes underneath the tractor and 
connects to the other side - keeping it away from 
hot surfaces so it does not melt.  Pull the strap 
snug with the side release buckle.

C) Bend all of the tabs under the edges of the 
tractor fenders and floorboards, to snugly hold the 
cab in place.

A

B

C

Diagram 5a
Diagram 5

A

Bend
Tabs

Under
Edges

of 
Fender

Affix
Velcro
Strap

B

C

Secure Front Curtain Bottom Strap
Diagram 6

C
C

STEP 7  SIDE DOORS INSTALLATION:

The two side doors should be installed next (part #G - Left Side Door, and part #H - Right Side Door).  A slide track is at the top of the 
doors and the doors zippers should face inward.  The left door has a flap on each side with Velcro (used to keep the door closed while 
in use, but still allows for emergency exiting from the cab), this will help you determine right and left side doors - see Diagram 7.  Fold 
the bottom edge of the cab top up to expose the cab tops white rope track - as in Diagram 7a. Slide the white plastic track of the door 
onto the white rope located on the cab top.  NOTE: the straight part of the doors should be facing the front of the tractor in order to zip 
them to the front curtain.

Cab Top
Track Door

Track

#H
Right
Side
Door 

#G
Left
Side
Door 

Track

#H
Right
Side
Door 

Track

Diagram 7 Diagram 7a
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SPECIAL MODIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS      (for tractors with loader controls that go through the front curtain only):

Some model enclosures may need to have modifications to 
accommodate loader controls as in Diagram 8.  The material can be 
cut for this purpose and will not tear or fray. 

To mark for the cut out, lay the curtain on top of the controller, allowing 
it to hang straight down.  Mark the top of the controller on each side.  
Measure how far the sides extend down and mark it on the curtain, as 
in Detail 8a.  Draw a line across the bottom connecting the two sides.  

Using a knife or box cutter, cut down the side and across the bottom.  
You may want to leave the material attached at the top, as in Detail 8b.  

Pull the curtain back over the controller as in Detail 8c and finish 
connecting it with the strap and tabs as provided (outlined in the next 
step).

Mark the top
of the controller

on each side

Measure
and mark the
sides of the
controller

Diagram 8

Detail 8a Detail 8b Detail 8c

Cut sides
and across

bottom
Pull controller

through curtain

NOTE: You may wish to perform this step after the cab is 
fully installed as the position of the flap could change if 
you are still adjusting the fit.
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There is a 20" flap located on the inside of the back 
curtain, it is designed to close off the air gaps and 
block wind behind the seat and the back curtain.  It 
may be necessary to trim this flap to fit the contours 
of your roll bars, frame configuration and/or 
equipment in the back.  See Diagram 9.  If you feel 
this feature is not needed it can be trimmed all the 
way off.  

Flap

Diagram 9
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SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT CONSIDERATION.
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CONVENIENCE FEATURES:

Once the doors are installed on their tracks you have the options of zipping either sides of the doors to close and secure them, or Ÿ
use the Velcro strips along the sides for a more convenient access, as in Diagram 10.  *NOTE: for emergency purposes DO NOT 
zip close the left door while in use  - Velcro fasten only. 

If your cab comes with U-zip front and back windows you may unzip them for ventilation.  Unzip halfway for partial ventilation or Ÿ
you may choose to unzip all the way down for full ventilation and use the roll up straps at the bottom or top to secure it away.  
Reference Diagram 11.

There is Velcro at the bottom and either center or top of each door which can be used to fold up and secure the bottom of the door Ÿ
so that it may be slid back out of the way, above the wheel fender inside the cab, to the side of the seat.  See Diagrams 12 and 12a.

The tractor cab colored material is coated on both sides so it can be cut without fear of running for such accessories as lights, Ÿ
mirrors, etc.

STEP 8  SECURING CURTAINS WITH SHOCK CORDS:

Pull the sewn in elastic cord hooks on the Front Curtain (Part # C) down around the engine cowling and mount hooks on bottom edge 
of each side of the cowling, keeping it away from hot surfaces so it does not melt.  Reference Diagram 10.

With the 4 supplied shock cords (Parts #L), pull the cord end through the grommets on each tab of the rear side panels and rear 
curtain.  Tie knots into the bottom to hold them in place at the proper length to maintain a taught attachment. See Detail 10a.

The rear panel will either require one or two elastic/hooks assemblies and should be attached and tightened per ease of assembly for 
each elastic hook.  This is specific to each tractor and can be attached around rear structures, or anywhere else where the hook will 
not get pinched or exposed to high melting temperatures under normal tractor operating conditions.

Push cord
through
grommet

tab

Tie off knot
at end

Part #L
Shock Cords
with Hooks

Detail 10a

Diagram 10

Take care not to attach the Front Panel strap, cowling hooks or shock cords around parts of the 
tractor that will be hot, in order to avoid melting or damaging them.  Be sure not to attach them to any 
moving parts, or in places where they may be pinched or severed.  

Enjoy the enclosure and if you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to contact our customer service at (904) 316-0532 or (904) 334-2206.

Diagram 12Diagram 11

NOTE: U-zips are not included on
polycarbonate window models

Diagram 13 Diagram 13a

2 Grommet Tabs
on Back Curtain

Part #D

1 Grommet Tab
Inside of 

Right Side
Curtain
Part #E

1 Grommet Tab Inside of
Left Side Curtain

Part #F

Elastic Cord Hooks
(sewn in)

Front Curtain
Part #C

Slid back
out of

the way

Fold up

Slid back

*DO NOT zip cab close while in use
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